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Details of Visit:

Author: BondJames
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 11 Jan 2022 13:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: The Phoenix Club, The Ultimate Adults Club
Website: http://www.thephoenixclub.london
Phone: 07748903868
Phone: 07748964653

The Premises:

As mentioned previously the location is now located in Baron’s Court, a short walk from the station
which is on the District and Piccadilly lines. Driving is also an option with the Pay and Display
available on the road itself as well as adjoining roads. The flat as previously mentioned was a clean
2 bedroom flat with a shower room and living room area. 

The Lady:

The website is always kept up to date with the daily lineup in advance, the rota consisted of Kasia,
Monique and Monica. I had never had the pleasure of meeting any of these ladies before but can
honestly say have never had a bad experience with the excellent organisation of ‘M’, so had no
reason to be concerned.
Kasia, a tall fair blonde Latvian with a fit slender figure, lovely natural 32c’s I would guess with a flat
toned stomach and a fit curvy bum.
Monique also tall, with a beautiful coffee completion Brazilian. Monique at a guess has natural pair
of C’s with beautiful dark nipples, and arse to die for.
Monica (not sure where she is from) was also slim and gym fit, she was shorter than the other two
ladies at possibly 5’4”, and enhanced bust at probably at 32E. She also had a great arse with
tattoo as per the site. The ratio is a maximum of 3:1 at Phoenix, and this was not exceeded with 4
guys to the 3 women.

The Story:

Process for booking is to call in with the line open from 09:00. There are 3 parties from 13:00-15:00,
16:00-18:00 and 19:00-21:00. Confirmation of the time you wish to attend is confirmed via text with
confirmation of the location. A further text was received closer to the time to confirm I would still be
attending, This would also allow for replacement if it was fully booked and someone decided to drop
out.

On arrival was taken into one of the rooms where the wardrobes with the towels and gowns are and
a pouch is provided to place your valuables. I got undressed and showered before heading back to
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the room where the lovely Monique was waiting.
I was then treated to the most amazing blowjob, whilst Kasia and Monica were attending to two
other lucky men in the other room. Monique is also an excellent kisser and got me on the brink
before I suggested repaying the favour. The feeling of her thighs clasping onto your head as she
came gives you a feeling of accomplishment. She needed a moment before seeing to me and
another bloke with some multi-tasking oral and HJ.. before taking one from behind.
After a bit of a break with the refreshments provided (water, and diluted juice), along with mints,
crisps, eclairs, nuts and fruit. I then ventured into the other room and got to see the firecracker
Kasia. She has probably been previously reviewed but she is really something.. bundles of energy
and confidence. There was nipple biting, pinching and great BJ with naughty eye contact. She then
got me covered up with the condom in her mouth.. before hopping on and really giving it some. The
experience of fucking whilst someone else is getting pounded next to you is something everyone
needs to experience. Kasia is really fit and her vocal encouragement was close to sending me over
the edge.

I had another break and chat before seeing the naughty Monica. She was on a mission to get me to
cum, and started with the sloppiest BJ getting me to the edge a couple of times, before wanking me
to shoot my load over her hands and ample chest.
After another shower and break I was beckoned over again by Kasia who wanted to continue where
she left off earlier, but I felt it was my turn to sample her beautiful pussy. As I was working my way
down there with encouragement and guidance from the wonderful Kasia, I felt the clenching of the
legs again as she come.. It was a wonderful sight, seeing her body in fits of ecstasy after climaxing.
She then got me on a chair to give me another amazing blowjob.. I was on the verge again a couple
of times, but it was not going to happen, and with 5 minutes remaining I felt a shower before getting
changed and heading home was the best course of action.

I have commented on this place before being outstanding value for money, and speaking to one of
the other guys, he came 3 times in the 2 hours. You will not get the level of energy or value for
money anywhere else. The risk of not connecting with someone is minimised with the fact that there
are 3 girls, You are not in competition for the number of times you are able to cum.. but there really
is no restriction, something you may find if you were on a 1 on 1 booking. £160 for 2 hours of non
stop fun, there is no way that you will feel short changed.

The ladies were all outstanding, the guys there were also easy-going and had some lovely chats
with the beautiful and friendly host ‘M’. It’s a shame she is strictly just on hosting duties.. I know
there would be a line of people who certainly wouldn’t say no. Anyway another trip and another
amazing time. I shall be back soon
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